The Unknown Nation makes an original contribution to the historical literature on the Australian nationalism. It is well-written, with a thoughtful argument driven by colourful and revealing detail, and some wonderfully ironic observation -such as that Australia found itself devising national symbols for its colony, Papua New Guinea, at the same time as it faced the problem of creating its own. It is more difficult to decide the extent to which the debates that form the core of the narrative and argument reflected the insecurities of a freshly-minted postwar intelligentsia more than any larger national angst. Did these controversies engage a broader public? Ward and Curran suggest that the National Anthem debate gained considerable public attention, but elsewhere they note that post-imperial civic culture 'failed to capture the popular imagination' (222). Perhaps part of the difficulty here is that there was sufficient continuity between the imperial and post-imperial order not to cause widespread concern outside the ranks of those whose job it was to evince concern. Examples of continuity included the flag, the (British) Commonwealth, parliamentary government, the legal system and -perhaps more importantly than is recognised these days -the monarchy.
But a more significant source of continuity than any of these was whiteness. The likes of aussieBum man, who retained a place in post-imperial culture, surely formed a bridge between the old and the new. As Curran and Ward's evidence shows plainly, the debates over Australia's civic culture and national identity seem largely to have taken for granted that Australia would remain white. They did so even when imagining an Asian, multicultural or Aboriginal Australian future.
Curran and Ward cannot be accused of ignoring race. Nevertheless, a greater stress on the resilience of what Ghassan Hage calls the 'white nation fantasy' possibly helps us understand why there was apparently limited popular 'worrying' over national identity in the 1970s -and of why the debate seems like a hall of mirrors occupied by Donald Horne, Manning Clark and an assortment of Australia Day leader-writers. It might also help explain why from the mid1980s, by which time white Australians were actually encountering large numbers of 'ThirdWorld-looking peoples' (again I borrow from Hage), the worrying truly began.
By the mid-1990s, there was genuine popular engagement with the dilemma of Australian national identity. But it often took forms -the panics over Mabo and Wik, Hansonism, Tampa, Islamophobia, Cronulla, Australia Day beatings -that emphasised just how significant whiteness remained to many Australians' national identity, even when no longer an explicitly articulated ideal like 'White Australia'. It might help explain why, as Curran and Ward remark, Australians have been able 'studiously' to ignore 'their British heritage for more than a generation' without 'signs of national disintegration ' (262) .
This excellent study is full of such astute judgements, and presents what is likely to be an influential interpretation of an important aspect of the recent past. It is a significant book, and certainly a landmark in what John Howard derided as the 'perpetual seminar' on national identity.
